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Abstract—In fog-assisted IoT systems, it is a common practice
to offload tasks from IoT devices to their nearby fog nodes
to reduce task processing latencies and energy consumptions.
However, the design of online energy-efficient scheme is still
an open problem because of various uncertainties in system
dynamics such as processing capacities and transmission rates.
Moreover, the decision-making process is constrained by resource
limits on fog nodes and IoT devices, making the design even more
complicated. In this paper, we formulate such a task offloading
problem with unknown system dynamics as a combinatorial
multi-armed bandit (CMAB) problem with long-term constraints
on time-averaged energy consumptions. Through an effective
integration of online learning and online control, we propose
a Learning-Aided Green Offloading (LAGO) scheme. In LAGO,
we employ bandit learning methods to handle the exploitation-
exploration tradeoff and utilize virtual queue techniques to deal
with the long-term constraints. Our theoretical analysis shows
that LAGO can reduce the average task latency with a tunable
sublinear regret bound over a finite time horizon and satisfy
the long-term time-averaged energy constraints. We conduct
extensive simulations to verify such theoretical results.
Index Terms—Internet of Things, task offloading, energy con-
sumption, fog computing, bandit learning, learning-aided control.
I. INTRODUCTION
During recent years, the rapid development of Internet of
Things (IoT) has spawned a wide range of applications [1]. In
such applications, tasks are constantly generated on resource-
constrained IoT devices [2]. Such tasks need to be processed
with high quality of service in terms of energy efficiency [3]
[4] and task latency [5]. Therefore, it is a common practice to
offload tasks from IoT devices to their nearby fog nodes with
adequate processing capacities [6] via wireless connections.
By far, the design of online task offloading scheme is
still an open problem. There are three key challenges. The
first challenge lies in how to reduce performance loss un-
der various uncertainties in system dynamics. For example,
available processing capacities and wireless channel states
often vary among fog nodes and IoT devices, and these
dynamics may change rapidly over time. In practice, these
dynamics are hard to attain a priori and their statistics
can only be estimated from feedback information upon task
completion. Therefore, the decision making needs the aid
of online learning to handle such uncertainties. The second
challenge pertains to the exploration-exploitation tradeoff in
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the course of online learning, which should be carefully ad-
dressed. This is because 1) over-exploitation, i.e., IoT devices
stick to offloading tasks to particular fog nodes that have
the empirically best performance, may hinder the decision-
making process from collecting more informative feedback
from other potentially better fog nodes; 2) over-exploration,
i.e., IoT devices blindly spread tasks among different fog nodes
to gain new knowledge, may result in excessive latencies and
energy consumptions. The third challenge is related to the
constraints on energy consumptions due to resource limits
on fog nodes and IoT devices. Specifically, the advantage of
offloading comes from the adequate processing capacities of
fog nodes for task processing. Nonetheless, this benefit can
be offset by considerable energy consumptions for wireless
transmission. Such a non-trivial tradeoff requires a careful
treatment to balance latency reduction and energy constraints.
In this work, we address all the above challenges. In partic-
ular, we focus on the task offloading between IoT devices and
fog nodes in general fog-assisted IoT systems with unknown
node processing capacities and link transmission rates. The
contributions and key results of this paper are summarized as
follows.
 Problem Formulation: We formulate the online task
offloading problem to minimize the average task latency
under long-term constraints on time-averaged energy
consumptions. To deal with the uncertainties in system
dynamics, we reformulate the problem as a constrained
combinatorial multi-armed bandit (CMAB) problem. Our
model extends settings of the CSMAB-F model in [11]
by allowing each arm to be played for multiple times
during each time slot under the long-term time-averaged
resource constraints.
 Algorithm Design: To solve the problem, we propose
an energy-efficient online task offloading scheme called
LAGO (Learning-Aided Green Offloading). Through an
integrated design, we adopt upper-confidence-bound1
(UCB1) method [12] to address the exploration-
exploitation tradeoff in online learning, and employ Lya-
punov optimization techniques [13] to make offloading
decisions under long-term energy constraints. Besides, we
also leverage other bandit learning methods to propose
variants of LAGO.
 Theoretical Analysis: Our theoretical analysis shows that
LAGO achieves a regret bound of O(1/V +
√
(log T )/T )
over time horizon T with tunable positive parameter V ,
subject to long-term constraints on energy consumptions.
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2TABLE I. Comparisons of related works
MAB Model Optimization Metrics Constraints Adopted Techniques Online Learning Online Control
[7] Extended MAB Latency No UCB-like technique Yes No
[8] CMAB Latency No UCB-like technique Yes No
[9] Non-stationary MAB Latency, energy No Discounted UCB Yes No
[10] Budget-limited MAB Latency, energy Static BPRPC-SWUCB Yes No
Our Work Extended CMAB Latency, energy Time-averaged UCB, virtual queue technique Yes Yes
The regret bound characterizes the reward loss incurred
by both online control and online learning.
 Numerical Evaluation: We conduct extensive simula-
tions to evaluate the performance of LAGO and its
variants. Our simulation results show that our proposed
schemes reduce task latency effectively under long-term
time-averaged energy constraints.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present
our system model in Section III and problem formulation in
Section IV. Then we show our algorithm design in Section V
and performance analysis in Section VI. Section VII discusses
our simulation results, while Section VIII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Regarding online offloading scheme design, existing works
are generally carried out from two perspectives: online control
and online learning.
Online Control for Offloading: Works of this category
formulated the online offloading problem as stochastic network
optimization problems with different optimization metrics such
as network throughput [14], total energy consumption [15]–
[17], energy efficiency [18] [19], and integrated metrics [20]
[21]. For example, Pu et al. [15] considered to minimize the
total energy consumption while satisfying the energy budget
constraint on each IoT device. Kim et al. [18] aimed at max-
imizing the energy-utility efficiency of an IoT device under
an energy consumption threshold and a minimum throughput
guarantee. Mao et al. [20] aimed to minimize the task latency
and task dropping cost of an energy harvesting IoT device
under deadline and battery discharging constraints. Cai et al.
[21] jointly investigated the task and energy offloading in fog-
enabled IoT systems with the goal of minimizing the weighted
sum of task latency and energy consumption. By adopting
Lyapunov optimization techniques [13], they transformed the
problem into a series of subproblems and solved them on a per-
time-slot basis. However, such works implicitly assumed the
instant system dynamics to be fully observable at the beginning
of each time slot, which are hard to attain in practice.
Online Learning for Offloading: The other is online
learning perspective. From such a perspective, existing works
consider the online offloading problem in the cases with
unknown system dynamics. To handle such uncertainties,
they adopted various learning methods such as reinforcement
learning [22], neural networks [23] [24], and bandit learning
[7]–[10]. However, learning methods such as the Markov
decision process (MDP) based reinforcement learning and
neural network based deep learning often resort to heuristic
designs and offline training processes with high computational
complexities. In contrast, bandit learning provides a powerful
framework for sequential decision-making problems under
uncertainty with theoretical performance guarantee. It enjoys
a wide adoption by a number of previous works. For example,
Sun et al. [7] considered the task offloading among vehicles
in vehicular edge computing systems with unknown offloading
latencies. They proposed a distributed learning-based offload-
ing scheme to minimize the average offloading latency in dy-
namic environments with time-varying offloading candidates.
Besides, Wang et al. [8] jointly considered task allocation and
spectrum scheduling in the task offloading problem, with the
aim to minimize task latencies under unknown computation
resources of fog nodes. Zhu et al. [9] proposed an online task
offloading scheme to minimize a combined cost of latency and
energy consumption. Ghoorchian et al. [10] aimed to minimize
offloading latencies under static constraints on accumulated
energy consumptions over a finite time horizon.
Different from previous works, we integrate online control
and bandit learning to learn the unknown system dynamics
effectively under long-term time-averaged energy consumption
constraints. Such constraints ensure the energy consumption
on each node below some given budget stochastically over a
long period of time. A detailed comparison of our work with
the bandit based works is shown in TABLE I.
Learning-aided Control under Bandit Settings: Bandit
learning has also been applied in many other real world appli-
cations such as news article recommendation in personalized
web services [25], adaptive shortest-path routing in wireless
networks [26], sniffer channel assignment in cognitive radio
networks [27], etc. The wide adoption of bandit learning in
such real scenarios has motivated the development of diverse
bandit learning frameworks, e.g., combinatorial bandits [28],
adversarial bandits [29], and contextual bandits [30]. Among
these frameworks, the most relevant to to our work is the
combinatorial multi-armed bandit (CMAB). Recently, Li et
al. [11] proposed a novel CMAB model named CSMAB-F
to ensure the fairness of arm selection besides reward maxi-
mization. By extending the settings of CSMAB-F, we model
our offloading problem into a constrained CMAB problem to
deal with the system uncertainties under energy consumption
constraints. The extensions lie in three aspects. First, we allow
each arm to be selected repeatedly during the same time slot.
Second, the reward of each arm is a function of the unknown
system dynamics. Third, we consider the energy consumption
constraints instead of fairness constraints.
3III. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Basic Model
We consider the interplay between one IoT device and
N fog nodes in a time-slotted fog-assisted IoT system.1 We
assume that the IoT device has potential connections to N
fog nodes. We use N = {0, 1, . . . , N} to denote the set
of all nodes, in which the IoT device is indexed by 0 and
the indices of fog nodes vary from 1 to N . During each
time slot t, due to wireless channel state variations, the IoT
device may have access to only a subset of the fog nodes.
Accordingly, we denote the set of nodes accessible to the IoT
device (including itself) by N (t) ⊆ N . The system operates
through the following three stages during each time slot t.
Stage 1: Task Generation. At the beginning of time slot t,
the IoT device generates a number of new tasks, denoted by set
A(t). The task generation process is assumed i.i.d. across time
slots such that |A(t)| ≤ amax for some constant amax. Each task
i ∈ A(t) has a size of Li(t) bits and a computation demand of
Wi(t) CPU cycles. The values of Li(t) and Wi(t) are known
to the IoT device upon task arrival and upper bounded by
constants lmax and wmax, respectively.
Stage 2: Offloading Decision Making. For each new task,
the IoT device should decide whether to offload it and which
node it is offloaded to. We denote the offloading decision for
each task i ∈ A(t) by Ii(t) ∈ N (t). Particularly, Ii(t) = 0
indicates that task i will be processed locally on the IoT
device; otherwise, task i will be offloaded to fog node Ii(t).
For ease of analysis, we assume that each new task can
be either processed locally or uploaded to one of the fog
nodes. Nonetheless, our model can be directly extended to
the scenarios with splittable tasks.
Stage 3: Task Scheduling. Given offloading decisions, tasks
are scheduled and processed accordingly. At the end of time
slot t, the processing results together with the metrics of task
latencies are sent back to the IoT device.
B. Optimization Objectives
Task Latency: Task latency is one of the key QoS measure-
ments in many IoT applications [6]. For each task, its latency
mainly consists of the transmission latency (if it is offloaded
to one of the fog nodes) and the processing latency. Below
we define related notations of such metrics in detail.
Transmission Latency: We denote the transmission latency
of each task i ∈ A(t) by D(tr)i,Ii(t)(t). If Ii(t) = 0, the task
will be processed locally and no transmission latency will be
incurred (D(tr)i,Ii(t)(t) = 0). Otherwise, task i will be offloaded
to fog node Ii(t). By defining Ri,n(t) as the transmission rate
allocated to offload task i to fog node n, we have
D
(tr)
i,Ii(t)
(t) = Li(t)1{Ii(t) > 0}/Ri,Ii(t)(t), (1)
in which we note that Li(t) denotes the size of task i and
1{·} is the indicator function.
Processing Latency: We denote the processing latency of
task i ∈ A(t) by D(pr)i,Ii(t)(t). Recall that the computation
1Note that we do not consider multi-hop offloading, i.e., the offloading with
tasks transferred among fog nodes.
demand Wi(t) of task i is in the units of CPU cycles. Let
Fi,n(t) be the CPU cycle frequency allocated to task i by
node n, the processing latency of task i is
D
(pr)
i,Ii(t)
(t) = Wi (t) /Fi,Ii(t) (t) . (2)
By (1) and (2), the total latency of task i is given by
Di,Ii(t)(t) = D
(tr)
i,Ii(t)
(t) +D
(pr)
i,Ii(t)
(t)
= Li(t)1{Ii(t) > 0}/Ri,Ii(t)(t) +Wi(t)/Fi,Ii(t)(t).
(3)
In practice, due to wireless channel variations, the transmis-
sion rate Ri,n (t) is hard to obtain before task i is assigned,
and the allocated CPU cycle frequency Fi,n(t) is revealed only
after task i’s completion. To handle such uncertainties, we treat
both Ri,n (t) and Fi,n(t) as random variables with unknown
distributions and means. We assume that both Ri,n (t) and
Fi,n(t) are i.i.d. across different tasks and lower bounded by
constants rmin and fmin, respectively. In addition, we assume
the existence of the mean of their reciprocals, denoted by
ρn , E [1/Ri,n (t)] and φn , E [1/Fi,n (t)], respectively.
Note that ρn can be viewed as the average transmission latency
per bit to node n, and φn can be viewed as the average task
processing latency per CPU cycle on node n.
Energy Consumption: Due to resource limits on the IoT
device and fog nodes, energy efficiency is also considered in
our work. For the IoT device, its energy consumption is mainly
incurred by wireless transmission and local task processing.
For each fog node, its energy consumption is mainly caused
by CPU processing. For each time slot t, we use ηn(t) to
denote the energy consumption of sending one bit to fog node
n ∈ N (t)\{0}, and κn(t) to denote the energy consumption for
task processing per CPU cycle on node n ∈ N (t). We assume
that ηn(t) and κn(t) are upper bounded by some positive
constants ηmax and κmax, respectively. Moreover, we assume
the availability of ηn(t) and κn(t) at the beginning of time
slot t. Accordingly, the total energy consumptions on the IoT
device and each fog node n are respectively given as follows:
E0(t) =
∑
i∈A(t)
κ0(t)Wi(t)1{Ii(t) = 0}
+
∑
i∈A(t)
N∑
n=1
ηn(t)Li(t)1{Ii(t) = n}, (4)
En(t) =
∑
i∈A(t)
κn(t)Wi(t)1{Ii(t) = n}. (5)
Considering that each node n ∈ N often has a limited en-
ergy capacity, its long-term time-averaged energy consumption
needs to be ensured within a given budget bn, i.e.,
lim sup
t→∞
1
t
t−1∑
τ=0
E [En (τ)] ≤ bn,∀n ∈ N . (6)
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Based on the system model presented in Section III, our
problem formulation is given as follows:
minimize
{Ii(t)}i,t
T−1∑
t=0
∑
i∈A(t)
E
[
Di,Ii(t) (t)
]
subject to (6), Ii (t) ∈ N (t),∀i ∈ A(t),∀t.
(7)
4Problem (7) aims to minimize the expected total task latency
over finite time horizon T under long-term time-averaged
energy consumption constraints. Note that when the allocated
CPU cycle frequencies {Fi,n(t)}i,n and transmission rates
{Ri,n(t)}i,n are given at the beginning of each time slot
t, problem (7) can be solved asymptotically optimally by
Lyapunov optimization techniques [13]. In our work, we
consider the more general scenario when such information
is unknown a priori. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate
these uncertainties to facilitate the decision-making process.
Particularly, in each time slot, the IoT device should update
its estimates about the means of {Fi,n(t)}i,n and {Ri,n(t)}i,n
based on the latest observation of task latencies, and then make
effective offloading decisions based on the estimated values.
We find that our problem can be modeled under the multi-
armed bandit (MAB) [31] framework, since it is a sequential
decision problem under uncertainty. There is a wide range
of different MAB models [32], and the one that most fits
our problem is the combinatorial multi-armed bandit (CMAB)
model. In the basic CMAB model, a player interacts with an
environment over a finite number of rounds. In each round,
the player chooses multiple arms (actions) among a set of
candidate arms to play. Then the environment reveals a reward
to the player for each played arm. The reward of each arm is
a random variable which follows some unknown distribution
and is i.i.d. across different rounds. The goal of the player
is to maximize the total received reward. The CSMAB-F
model proposed in [11] extends the settings of the canonical
CMAB model by assuming that each arm could sometimes
be unavailable and considering the fairness of arm selection.
To adapt such a model to our problem, we further extend its
settings and reformulate problem (7) as a constrained CMAB
problem. Now we discuss details of the reformulation in the
following part of the section.
Problem Reformulation: By regarding the IoT device as
the player and each offloading choice as an arm, we reformu-
late problem (7) as a CMAB problem with long-term time-
averaged energy constraints. Our extensions to the settings of
the CSMAB-F model are as follows. First, we assume that
each arm can be played for multiple times during each time
slot. Second, the reward of each arm is a linear function of
the uncertainties to be estimated, rather than the uncertainties
themself. Third, we consider the constraints on the long-term
time-averaged energy consumptions, which are more complex
than the fairness constraints. Under such settings, there are
(N+1) arms in total since tasks can also be processed locally
by the IoT device. In each time slot t, the player chooses an
arm Ii(t) from subset N (t) for each new task i ∈ A(t), thus
the super arm being chosen during time slot t is {Ii(t)}i∈A(t).
If choosing arm n for task i, the player will receive a random
reward of
Xi,Ii(t)(t) , −Di,Ii(t)(t). (8)
Then the player’s goal is to maximize the expected time-
averaged reward of T time slots under constraints (6).
We use X∗ to denote the maximal expected time-averaged
reward achieved by the optimal policy. Then given offloading
decision {Ii(t)}i,t, the regret over T time slots is given by
R (T ) , X∗ − 1
T
T−1∑
t=0
∑
i∈A(t)
E
[
Xi,Ii(t) (t)
]
. (9)
Note that maximizing the reward is equivalent to minimizing
the regret since X∗ is a constant. Therefore, solving problem
(7) is equivalent to finding an optimal solution for the follow-
ing problem:
minimize
{Ii(t)}i,t
R(T )
subject to (6), Ii (t) ∈ N (t),∀i ∈ A(t),∀t.
(10)
By definitions (8) and (9), we have
R (T ) = X∗ +
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
∑
i∈A(t)
E
[
Di,Ii(t) (t)
]
. (11)
Substituting the task latency Di,Ii(t)(t) in (11) with (3) gives
R(T ) = X∗+
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
∑
i∈A(t)
E
[
ρIi(t)Li(t)1{Ii(t)>0}
]
+
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
∑
i∈A(t)
E
[
φIi(t)Wi(t)
]
,
(12)
where ρn , E [1/Ri,n (t)] and φn , E [1/Fi,n (t)].
To solve problem (10), there are two challenges. One is to
estimate the unknown parameters {ρn}n∈N\{0} and {φn}n∈N
in the objective function (12). The other is to satisfy the long-
term time-averaged energy consumption constraints.
V. ALGORITHM DESIGN
Motivated by the idea of integrating bandit learning and
virtual queue techniques in the recent work [11], we propose
a Learning-Aided Green Offloading (LAGO) scheme to solve
problem (10). The pseudocode of LAGO is shown in Algo-
rithm 1. In the following, we demonstrate the design of LAGO
in detail.
A. Online Learning with UCB1 Method
To achieve efficient online learning, we need to address the
tradeoff between leveraging current knowledge (exploitation)
and acquiring new knowledge (exploration), i.e., exploitation-
exploration dilemma. In our problem formulation, the unit
transmission latency ρn (n > 0) and unit processing latency
φn can be learned based on the reward received after arm n
has been pulled. The more times arm n has been played for,
the more reliable the estimates of ρn (n > 0) and φn are.
However, if improperly conducted, such online learning may
give rise to a higher regret when arm n is suboptimal.
To address such a tradeoff, we adopt UCB1 [12] in the
design of LAGO. We denote hn(t) as the number of times that
arm n is selected during the first t time slots. Moreover, we
denote ρ¯n(t) and φ¯n(t) as the empirical means of 1/Ri,n(t)
5and 1/Fi,n(t), respectively. These definitions are shown as
follows:
hn (t) ,
t−1∑
τ=0
∑
i∈A(τ)
1 {Ii (τ) = n} ,∀n ∈ N , (13)
ρ¯n(t),
1
hn(t)
t−1∑
τ=0
∑
i∈A(τ)
1{Ii(τ) = n}
Ri,n(τ)
,∀n ∈ N \ {0}, (14)
φ¯n (t) ,
1
hn (t)
t−1∑
τ=0
∑
i∈A(τ)
1 {Ii (τ) = n}
Fi,n (τ)
,∀n ∈ N . (15)
Then the UCB1 estimates of ρn and φn are updated during
each time slot t as follows:
ρˆn(t)=[ρ¯n(t)−ρmax
√
3 log t/(2hn(t))]
+,∀n∈ N \{0}, (16)
φˆn(t)=[φ¯n(t)−φmax
√
3 log t/(2hn(t))]
+,∀n ∈ N , (17)
in which [·]+ , max{·, 0}, ρmax , 1/rmin, φmax , 1/fmin.
In (16) and (17), the terms ρmax
√
3 log t/(2hn(t)) and
φmax
√
3 log t/(2hn(t)) are called the confidence radius [33].
The confidence radius represents the “optimism” or the degree
of uncertainty for selecting the arm. If an arm has been played
for a sufficient number of times, then the uncertainty in its
estimates will be small, resulting in a small confidence radius.
In contrast, if it has rarely been explored, then the UCB1
method tends to optimistically over-estimate the values of ρn
and φn by a large confidence radius. In particular, for each
arm n, its update equations with respect to hn(t), ρ¯n(t) and
φ¯n(t) are given as follows:
hn (t) = hn (t− 1) +
∑
i∈A(t)
1 {Ii (t) = n} ,∀n ∈ N , (18)
ρ¯n (t) = ρ¯n(t− 1)hn(t− 1)/hn(t)
+
∑
i∈A(t)
1{Ii(t) = n}/(Ri,n(t)hn(t)),∀n ∈ N \ {0}, (19)
φ¯n(t) = φ¯n(t− 1)hn(t− 1)/hn(t)
+
∑
i∈A(t)
1{Ii(t) = n}/(Fi,n(t)hn(t)),∀n ∈ N . (20)
Note that updating ρ¯n(t) and φ¯n(t) requires the exact values
of {Ri,Ii(t)(t)}i∈A(t),Ii(t)>0 and {Fi,Ii(t)(t)}i∈A(t). These
values can be obtained from the feedback received by the IoT
device at the end of each time slot t. Specifically, they are
given by
Ri,Ii(t)(t) = Li(t)/d
(tr)
i (t),∀i ∈ A(t), Ii(t) > 0, (21)
Fi,Ii(t)(t) = Wi(t)/d
(pr)
i (t),∀i ∈ A(t), (22)
where d(tr)i (t) and d
(pr)
i (t) are transmission latency and pro-
cessing latency of task i ∈ A(t), respectively. Other bandit
learning methods such as UCB variants [12] and -greedy [34]
can also be used in our framework. We consider such variants
in our simulations, which will be specified in Section VII.
B. Energy Budget Guarantee with Virtual Queue Technique
To handle the long-term constraints (6) on time-averaged
energy consumptions, we apply the idea of transforming
𝐸" 𝑡
Virtual queue 𝑄" 𝑡
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Fog node 1
𝐸' 𝑡
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Fog node 3
Fig. 1. An illustration of virtual queues in a fog-assisted IoT system
with one IoT device and three fog nodes. Each node n ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}
maintains a virtual queue Qn(t) with an input of En(t) and an output
of bn during each time slot t. If the queueing process {Qn(t)}t is
strongly stable, then the long-term time-averaged energy consumption
on node n can be guaranteed under the budget bn.
time-averaged constraints into queue stability problems [13].
Specifically, we first introduce a virtual queue Qn(t) for
each node n ∈ N with Qn(0) = 0. Figure 1 demonstrates
such virtual queues by an example. During each time slot t,
the output of queue Qn(t) is bn, i.e., the energy budget of
node n. The input of queue Qn(t) is En(t), i.e., the energy
consumption on node n during time slot t. The backlog size
of queue Qn(t) is updated as follows:
Qn (t+ 1) = [Qn (t)− bn]+ + En (t) . (23)
According to [13], if LAGO can guarantee the stability of
the queueing process {Qn(t)}t, then the energy consumption
constraint on node n can also be ensured.
In every time slot t, under LAGO, the IoT device makes
offloading decisions based on virtual queue backlog sizes, task
properties, and UCB1 estimates introduced in (16) and (17).
We define price functions {vi,n(t, ρ, φ)}n∈N for each task i ∈
A(t) to represent the price of allocating task i to node n:
vi,n (t, ρ, φ) ,
(
Qn (t)κn (t)Wi (t)
+Q0(t)ηn(t)Li (t)1 {n > 0}
)
+ V (φWi (t) + ρLi (t)1 {n > 0}) ,∀n ∈ N ,
(24)
where V is a tunable positive parameter. For each task i ∈
A(t), the IoT device chooses the node with the minimum price
under estimates {ρˆn(t)}n∈N (t)\{0} and {φˆn(t)}n∈N (t), i.e.,
Ii(t) = arg min
n∈N (t)
vi,n(t, ρˆn(t), φˆn(t)). (25)
Regarding such a node selection policy, we have the following
remarks.
Remark 1: The tunable parameter V in the price (24)
measures the relative importance of minimizing task la-
tency and satisfying energy constraints. Specifically, the price
vi,n(t, ρˆn(t), φˆn(t)) is the weighted sum of two major terms.
The first term Qn(t)κn(t)Wi(t) +Q0(t)ηn(t)Li(t)1{n > 0}
is the weighted sum of the processing and wireless transmis-
sion energy consumption when allocating task i to node n. The
second term φˆn(t)Wi(t) + ρˆn(t)1{n > 0} is the estimated
latency of task i when it is allocated to node n. When the
value of V is large, the second term becomes dominant in the
price vi,n(t, ρˆn(t), φˆn(t)). As a result, under LAGO, the IoT
6Algorithm 1 Learning-Aided Green Offloading (LAGO)
1: Initialize ρ¯n(0) = ρˆn(0) = 0 for each fog node n ∈
N \ {0}, and φ¯n(0) = φˆn(0) = hn(0) = 0 for each node
n ∈ N . Initialize V = 1. In each time slot t ∈ {0, 1, . . . }:
Online Learning
2: for each node n ∈ N (t) do
3: if hn(t) > 0 then
4: Update φˆn(t) according to (17).
5: Update ρˆn(t) according to (16) if n is a fog node.
6: end if
7: end for
Task Offloading
8: for each task i ∈ A(t) do
9: Set Ii (t) ← arg minn∈N (t) vi,n(t, ρˆn(t), φˆn(t)) and
assign task i to node Ii(t).
10: end for
11: Update virtual queues {Qn(t)}n∈N (t) according to (23).
Update of Selection Counts and Empirical Means
12: for each node n ∈ N (t) do
13: Update hn(t) and φ¯n(t) according to (18) and (20).
14: Update ρ¯n(t) according to (19) if n is a fog node.
15: end for
device tends to choose the node with the minimal estimated
latency. To the contrary, when the value of V is small, the
first term becomes dominant and LAGO tends to select the
node that incurs low energy consumptions of processing and
wireless transmission.
Remark 2: To ensure the energy constraints in (6), LAGO
maintains a virtual queue for each node to track the “debt” to
selecting the node. If the time-averaged energy consumption
on node n exceeds the budget bn, its associated “debt” (i.e.,
virtual queue backlog size Qn(t)) will become large. As a
result, the price vi,n(t, ρˆn(t), φˆn(t)) of selecting node n for
each task i becomes high and node n is unlikely to be selected
under LAGO. Moreover, if Q0(t) is small when compared with
other virtual queue backlog sizes {Qn(t)}n∈N (t)\{0}, the IoT
device is more willing to process tasks locally to help reduce
the energy consumptions on fog nodes.
As shown in Algorithm 1, LAGO contains three stages in
every time slot. First, it learns the UCB1 estimates of unknown
φn and ρn. Then it makes offloading decisions for every new
task based on UCB1 estimates. Finally, LAGO updates the
counts of arm selections and empirical means based on task
feedbacks during current time slot. Note that the computational
complexity of LAGO is O(Namax), which is mainly from the
task offloading process (lines 8-10 in Algorithm 1).
VI. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we conduct theoretical analysis to investigate
the performance of LAGO in terms of the upper bounds for
virtual queue backlog sizes and its regret.
A. Energy Consumption Bound
For any energy budget vector b = (b0, . . . , bN ), it is said to
be feasible if there exists an offloading policy such that all the
long-term time-averaged energy constraints (6) are satisfied.
By defining the set of all feasible energy budget vectors as the
maximal feasibility region of the system, we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 1: Suppose that the energy budget vector b lies in
the interior of the maximal feasibility region of the system.
Then the long-term time-averaged energy constraints (6) are
satisfied under LAGO. Moreover, the queueing processes (23)
are strongly stable and there exists some positive constant 
such that
lim sup
t→∞
1
t
t−1∑
τ=0
∑
n∈N
E [Qn (τ)] ≤ B + V (θ1 + θ2)

, (26)
where B,
∑
n∈N b
2
n/2 +a
2
max(max{κ2maxw2max, η2maxl2max}/2 +
N2a2maxκ
2
maxw
2
max/2, θ1,2wmaxφmaxamax, θ2,2lmaxρmaxamax.
We adopt Lyapunov drift analysis [13] to prove Theorem 1.
First, we introduce the notion of Lyapunov drift to characterize
the change of the total virtual queue backlog size between
successive time slots. Next, we focus on the drift-plus-regret,
which is the weighted sum of Lyapunov drift and per-time-slot
regret. With the aid of an auxiliary policy, we bound the drift-
plus-regret with a linear function of the total virtual queue
backlog size. Finally, by iterated expectations and telescoping
sums, we complete the proof. Details of the proof are given
in Appendix A.
Remark 1: Theorem 1 shows that LAGO is feasible to
problem (7) when b is interior to the maximal feasibility
region. Moreover, the total virtual queue backlog increases
linearly as the value of parameter V increases. This implies
that the long-term time-averaged node energy consumptions
would approach the energy budget vector b as the value of
parameter V becomes sufficiently large.
B. Regret Bound
The following theorem provides an upper bound for the
regret R(T ) under LAGO.
Theorem 2: Under LAGO, the regret of T time slots defined
in (9) is upper bounded as follows:
R(T ) ≤B/V + (3/(2T ) +
√
6amax (N + 1) (log T )/T )θ1
+ (3/(2T ) +
√
6amaxN(log T )/T )θ2, (27)
where B,
∑
n∈N b
2
n/2 +a
2
max(max{κ2maxw2max, η2maxl2max}/2 +
N2a2maxκ
2
maxw
2
max/2, θ1,2wmaxφmaxamax, θ2,2lmaxρmaxamax.
We prove Theorem 2 by following the regret analysis idea
in [11]. First, we bound the drift-plus-regret developed in the
proof of Theorem 1 with a linear function of the differences
between the offloading decisions under LAGO and the opti-
mal policy. By adopting iterated expectations and telescoping
sums, and introducing another elaborately designed auxiliary
policy, we obtain an upper bound for the regret. The upper
bound is a linear function of the differences between the
offloading decisions under LAGO and the auxiliary policy.
Next, we decompose such a linear bound into different terms.
Finally, we adopt techniques such as Chernoff-Hoeffding
bound and Jensen’s inequality to bound each of them and
7complete the proof. More details of the proof are given in
Appendix B.
Remark 2: The first term B/V in (27) is incurred by the
online control procedure, while the second and the third terms
are derived from the online learning of processing latency and
transmission latency, respectively. As shown by Theorem 2,
the regret upper bound depends on the time horizon length T
and parameter V . As T increases to infinity, the regret bound
decreases to B/V since the last two terms in the regret bound
are of the order O(
√
(log T )/T ). As the value of V increases,
the first term B/V decreases and LAGO can achieve a smaller
regret. When applied in real systems, the selection of the value
of V depends on the design tradeoff of the systems.
Note that in our work, we assume that the distribution
parameters ρn and φn remain constant over time. For the
more general case in which environment dynamics are non-
stationary with unknown breakpoints, breakpoint detection
techniques [35] can be applied.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Simulation Settings
We conduct extensive simulations in a fog-assisted IoT
system with 20 fog nodes (N = 20). In each time slot, the
IoT device has access to a subset of fog nodes with a fixed
size Na = 10. During each time slot, we select the subset of
accessible fog nodes by sampling Na fog nodes from the fog
node set N uniformly without replacement. Each simulation
is run over 5 × 105 time slots (T = 5 × 105) based on the
commonly adopted settings in fog-assisted IoT systems [36]
[37], which are specified as follows.
 Task arrivals: In our simulations, 10 tasks arrive in each
time slot. Therefore, the average task arrival rate is 10 per time
slot. For each new task, its size (in bits) is sampled randomly
from the real-world distribution in [38]. The computation
intensity of each task is set to be 1000 CPU cycles per bit.
 Transmission rate: The transmission rate (bits/s) from the
IoT device to fog node in every time slot is sampled from
distribution Unif(rn,min, rn,max), where the values of rn,min and
rn,max are sampled from distribution Unif(5× 106, 1.5× 107)
and Unif(5× 107, 1.5× 108), respectively.
 Processing rate: In every time slot, the task processing
rate (cycles/s) on the IoT device is sampled from distribution
Unif(109, 1010). The task processing rate (cycles/s) on fog
node n is sampled from distribution Unif(fn,min, fn,max),
where the values of constants fn,min and fn,max are sampled
from distribution Unif(5 × 109, 1.5 × 1010) and Unif(1.5 ×
1010, 2.5× 1010), respectively.
 Energy consumption: During every time slot, the unit
processing energy (J/cycle) on IoT device is sampled from
distribution Unif(10−10, 5× 10−10). The unit processing en-
ergy (J/cycle) on each fog node is sampled from distribution
Unif(5 × 10−9, 1.5 × 10−8). The unit transmission energy
(J/bit) from IoT device to each fog node n is sampled from
distribution Unif(10−7, 10−6). The energy budget is set as
bn = 0.5 J for each node n ∈ N .
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Fig. 2. Effect of V on node energy consumption.
B. Energy Consumption of Each Node under LAGO
In Figure 2, we investigate the IoT device’s energy con-
sumption under LAGO with different values of V . For exam-
ple, the leftmost blue bar indicates that there are 20 nodes
whose average energy consumptions are no greater than 0.46
J when V = 50. From the figure we see that when V = 50,
there is only one node that consumes more than 0.47 J energy.
When V = 200, the energy consumptions of more than half
of the nodes are greater than 0.47 J. Such results imply that
as the value of V increases, the IoT device is more willing to
offload tasks, thereby incurring more energy consumptions on
each node. Nonetheless, we see that none of the nodes incurs
energy consumption beyond the budget (0.5 J).
C. System Performance under Different Task Arrival Rates
In this section, we investigate the effects of the task arrival
rate on the system performance under LAGO. By varying the
values of amax, we obtain the simulation result in Figure 3.
Under a fixed value of V , we have the following obser-
vations. Figure 3(a) shows that when the task arrival rate
increases, the average latency of each task grows. The result
is because there are more tasks competing for the limited
system resources under a larger task arrival rate. Figure 3(b)
implies that the total energy consumption grows with the
increase of the task arrival rate since there are more tasks
to be served. However, the growth rate gradually goes down
with the increase of the task arrival rate. For example, when
V = 100, the total energy consumption increases by 19.84%
as the task arrival rate increases from 5 to 7, but it increases
by only 1.70% as the task arrival rate increases from 8 to 10.
This is because the service capacity of the system is limited
and the system can not serve more tasks when the resources
are exhausted. Figure 3(c) verifies our theoretical analysis in
(27) that the regret increases as the task arrival rate increases.
D. Effect of Parameter V
Figure 3 also illustrates the impact of the value of V on the
system performance. The figure shows that under the same
task arrival rate, when the value of V increases, the average
task latency decreases while the total energy consumption
increases. The reason is that under LAGO, with a larger
value of V , the IoT device prefers shortening task latency
to reducing energy consumption. As a result, when making an
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Fig. 4. System performance under different accessible fog subset sizes Na.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the performance of LAGO and its variants.
offloading decision, the IoT device will select the low-latency
candidate regardless of the potential consequent high energy
consumption. For example, offloading tasks to fog nodes
usually reduces task latencies while consuming extra wireless
transmission energy. The results also verify our remarks in
Section V. In practice, one can select the value of V to adjust
the tradeoff between shortening task latencies and reducing
energy consumptions based on its system design objective. As
for regret, it has the same changing trend as the average task
latency. This is because they have a positive linear relationship
under the fixed task arrival rate according to (9).
E. System Performance under Different Accessible Fog Node
Numbers
In this section, we investigate the system performance under
LAGO with respect to Na (the size of the subset of accessible
fog nodes in each time slot) from 8 to 20 under different
values of V . According to Figure 4(a), the average task latency
reduces as the value of Na grows. For example, under the
setting of V = 100, the average task latency decreases by
7.03% as Na increases from 8 to 20. The reason is that
with a larger accessible fog node subset, the IoT device
is able to select fog nodes with shorter transmission and
processing latencies. However, from Figure 4(b), we observe
an opposite trend in the change of the time-averaged total
energy consumption of all nodes as the value of Na grows.
The results imply the tradeoff between task latency and energy
consumption. Such a tradeoff exists because the minimal-
latency choice for the offloading decision is usually not the
one that consumes the least energy.
Figure 4(c) presents the negative ratio of regret R(T ) to
the optimal expected time-averaged reward X∗ with different
Na. Recall that regret R(T ) is defined as the gap between the
optimal reward X∗ and the achieved expected time-averaged
9reward under LAGO, as shown in (9). In other words, it
represents the reward loss incurred by making suboptimal
offloading decisions under uncertainties with respect to X∗.
To compare the relative reward loss (i.e., relative regret) under
different values of Na, we consider the negative regret-optimal
reward ratio −R(T )/X∗ instead of regret R(T ). The negative
symbol here is to ensure the positiveness of the ratio.2 The
figure shows that the negative ratio grows with the increase
of Na. Intuitively, when there are more fog node candidates,
LAGO has a higher probability to select the suboptimal one,
resulting in a larger relative regret.
F. LAGO vs. its Variants
Recall that we can substitute UCB1 with other bandit
learning methods in LAGO. In our simulations, we consider
the following variants of LAGO: LAGO-UCBT, LAGO--
greedy, and LAGO-NConfR.
• LAGO-UCBT: LAGO-UCBT replaces UCB1 estimate
with UCB-tuned [12] estimate in the online learning
phase of LAGO (lines 4 and 5 in Algorithm 1) while
the rest of the algorithm remains the same as LAGO.
• LAGO--greedy: LAGO--greedy differs from LAGO in
the node selection phase (line 9 in Algorithm 1). Under
LAGO--greedy, for each task, with a probability of  =
0.1, the IoT device uniformly randomly selects a node
from the set of available nodes. Otherwise, it selects the
empirically best node, i.e., the node with the minimal
value function vi,n(t, ρ¯n(t), φ¯n(t)) [34].
• LAGO-NConfR: Different from LAGO in the node se-
lection phase (line 9 in Algorithm 1), LAGO-NConfR sets
the confidence radius in UCB1 estimates (16) and (17)
to be zero. More specifically, under LAGO-NConfR, the
IoT device always selects the node with the minimal value
function vi,n(t, ρ¯n(t), φ¯n(t)) from set N (t) for each task
i ∈ A(t). In our simulations, we call such a scheme
LAGO-NConfR (No Confidence Radius). Intuitively, un-
der such a scheme, the exploration procedure is dropped
from online learning.
The performance of LAGO and its variants is illustrated in
Figure 5. Specifically, Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show that when
the value of V changes, all schemes have the same changing
trends in the total energy consumptions and regret. Under the
same value of V , LAGO achieves the minimal regret but the
most total energy consumptions. However, as shown in Figure
5(c), all schemes achieve similar latency-energy tradeoffs.
An interesting result is that even without exploration in the
learning part, LAGO-NConfR performs comparably against
LAGO and other variants. The reason is that under LAGO-
NConfR, each node will not be sampled too frequently to
ensure the stability of its corresponding virtual queue. In other
words, even without exploration in the learning part, LAGO-
NConfR will explore other nodes when the virtual queue of
the empirically best node is too large, i.e., the control part of
LAGO-NConfR still enforces exploration implicitly.
2The value of reward is negative by the definition of reward in (8).
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed LAGO, an online task offloading
scheme, to address the problem of task offloading in fog-
assisted IoT systems with unknown node processing capac-
ities. Our theoretical results showed that LAGO achieves a
tunable latency-energy tradeoff under the energy constraints
with an O(1/V +
√
(log T )/T ) regret bound over time hori-
zon T . By conducting extensive simulations, we showed the
performance of LAGO, which verified our theoretical results.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
First, we define a Lyapunov function L (Q (t)) as
L (Q (t)) , 1
2
∑
n∈N
(Qn (t))
2
, (28)
in which Q(t) = (Q0(t), Q1(t), . . . , QN (t)) is the vector of
all virtual queue backlogs in time slot t. Then we define the
corresponding Lyapunov drift ∆L (Q (t)) as
∆L (Q (t)) , E [L (Q (t+ 1))− L (Q (t)) |Q (t)] . (29)
To develop an upper bound for ∆L (Q (t)), we consider the
difference of L(Q(t)) between successive time slots:
L (Q (t+ 1))− L (Q (t))
≤ 1
2
∑
n∈N
[(Qn(t)− bn)2 + (En(t))2 + 2Qn(t)En(t)]
− 1
2
∑
n∈N
(Qn(t))
2
=
1
2
∑
n∈N
(b2n + (En(t))
2) +
∑
n∈N
Qn(t)(En(t)− bn).
(30)
According to (4), (5) and the boundedness assumptions of the
model, we have E0 (t) ≤ amax max {κmaxwmax, ηmaxlmax} and
En (t) ≤ amaxκmaxwmax, thus
1
2
∑
n∈N
(
b2n + (En (t))
2
)
≤ 1
2
a2max max
{
κ2maxw
2
max, η
2
maxl
2
max
}
+
1
2
N2a2maxκ
2
maxw
2
max +
1
2
∑
n∈N
b2n , B.
(31)
It follows by (30) that
L(Q(t+1))−L(Q(t)) ≤ B+
∑
n∈N
Qn(t)(En(t)−bn). (32)
Then we obtain the upper bound of Lyapunov drift as
∆L(Q(t)) ≤ B + E
[∑
n∈N
Qn(t)(En(t)− bn)|Q(t)
]
. (33)
Now suppose the optimal policy makes offloading decision
{I∗i (t)}i∈A(t) in each time slot t, then the optimal expected
reward is
X∗ =
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
∑
i∈A(t)
E[Xi,I∗i (t)(t)]. (34)
We can rewrite the regret R(T ) under policy {Ii(t)}i,t as
R(T ) =
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
∑
i∈A(t)
(E[Xi,I∗i (t)(t)]− E[Xi,Ii(t)(t)]). (35)
Since Xi,n(t) = −Di,n(t), it follows that
R(T ) =
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
∑
i∈A(t)
(E[Di,Ii(t)(t)]− E[Di,I∗i (t)(t)]). (36)
We define the one-slot regret as
∆R (t) ,
∑
i∈A(t)
(
E
[
Di,Ii(t) (t)
]− E [Di,I∗i (t) (t)]) . (37)
Then the regret R(T ) can be expressed as
R (T ) =
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
E [∆R (t)] . (38)
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Note that ∆R(t) ≥ 0 for all t since the optimal policy always
choose the node which can achieve the minimal expected task
latency. Substitute (3) into (40), we have
∆R (t) =
∑
i∈A(t)
(
E
[
Li (t)1{Ii (t) > 0}
Ri,Ii(t) (t)
+
Wi (t)
Fi,Ii(t) (t)
]
− E
[
Li (t)1{I∗i (t) > 0}
Ri,I∗i (t) (t)
+
Wi (t)
Fi,I∗i (t) (t)
])
.
(39)
Since E[1/Ri,n(t)] = ρn and E[1/Fi,n(t)] = φn, given
offloading decision {Ii(t)}i, we have
∆R(t)=
∑
i∈A(t)
(ρIi(t)Li(t)1{Ii(t) > 0}+ φIi(t)Wi(t))
−
∑
i∈A(t)
(ρI∗i (t)Li(t)1{I∗i (t) > 0}+ φI∗i (t)Wi(t)).
(40)
For simplicity of expression, we let
D∗(t) ,
∑
i∈A(t)
ρI∗i (t)Li(t)1{I∗i (t) > 0}+φI∗i (t)Wi(t), (41)
then we have
∆R(t) =
∑
i∈A(t)
(
ρIi(t)Li(t)1{Ii(t) > 0}+φIi(t)Wi(t)
)
−D∗(t).
(42)
Next, define the drift-plus-regret ∆V (Q (t)) as
∆V (Q (t)) , ∆ (Q (t)) + V E [∆R (t) |Q (t)] , (43)
which is the weighted sum of Lyapunov drift and expected
one-slot regret. According to (33), ∆V (Q (t)) can be upper
bounded as follows:
∆V (Q (t)) ≤ B
+ E
[∑
n∈N
Qn (t) (En (t)− bn) + V∆R (t)
∣∣∣∣∣Q (t)
]
. (44)
We can rewrite the right-hand side of (44) by (4), (5), and
(42) as follows:
∆V (Q (t)) ≤ B − V E [D∗ (t) |Q (t)]−
∑
n∈N
bnQn (t)
+ E
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
(Q0 (t)κ0 (t)Wi (t) + V φ0Wi (t))
· 1 {Ii (t) = 0}
∣∣Q (t) ]
+ E
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
N∑
n=1
(
Qn(t)κn(t)Wi(t) +Q0(t)ηn(t)Li(t)
+ V (φnWi(t) + ρnLi(t))
)
1 {Ii(t) = n}
∣∣Q(t)]
= B − V E [D∗ (t) |Q (t)]−
∑
n∈N
bnQn (t)
+ E
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
vi,n (t, ρn, φn)1 {Ii(t) = n}
∣∣∣∣Q (t)
]
= B − V E [D∗ (t) |Q (t)]−
∑
n∈N
bnQn (t)
+E
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
vi,n(t, ρˆn(t), φˆn(t))1{Ii(t)=n}
∣∣∣∣Q(t)
]
+ V E
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
(
(φIi(t) − φˆIi(t)(t))Wi(t)
+ (ρIi(t) − ρˆIi(t)(t))Li(t)1{Ii(t) > 0}
)∣∣Q (t) ],
(45)
where function vi,n (·) is defined in (24). The empirical means
ρˆn(t) and φˆn(t) are defined in (16) and (17), respectively.
Since φn ≤ φmax, Li(t) ≤ lmax, ρn ≤ ρmax, Wi(t) ≤ wmax,
and A(t) ≤ amax, it follows that
∆V (Q (t)) ≤ B − V E [D∗ (t) |Q (t)]−
∑
n∈N
bnQn (t)
+E
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
vi,n(t, ρˆn(t), φˆn(t))1{Ii(t)=n}
∣∣∣∣Q(t)
]
+ V amax (φmaxwmax + ρmaxlmax) .
(46)
Recall that S-only policies make i.i.d. offloading decisions
over time and the decisions in each time slot t only depend
on the observable system state (ηn(t), κn(t), Li(t),Wi(t))n,i.
Based on the assumption that b is an interior point of the
maximal feasibility region, there must exist some constant
 > 0 such that b− 1 is also an interior point of the maximal
feasibility region. Therefore, there exists an S-only policy
which makes offloading decision {Ii (t)}i∈A(t) in each time
slot t such that
E [En (t)] +  ≤ bn, ∀n ∈ N (47)
holds for all time slots, where En (t) is the energy con-
sumption of node n under offloading decision {Ii (t)}i∈A(t).
Under our policy LAGO which makes offloading decision
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{Ii(t)}i∈A(t) in each time slot t as shown in (25), since Ii (t)
is independent of Q(t), we have
∆V (Q (t)) ≤ B − V E [D∗ (t) |Q (t)]−
∑
n∈N
bnQn (t)
+ E
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
vi,n(t, ρˆn(t), φˆn(t))1{Ii (t) = n}
]
+ V amax (φmaxwmax + ρmaxlmax)
≤ B −
∑
n∈N
bnQn (t) + V amax (φmaxwmax + ρmaxlmax)
+ E
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
vi,n(t, ρˆn(t), φˆn(t))1{Ii (t) = n}
]
.
(48)
The inequality is because D∗(t) ≥ 0. By the definition of
vi,n(·) in (24), it follows that
∆V (Q(t)) ≤ B −
∑
n∈N
bnQn (t)
+ V amax (φmaxwmax + ρmaxlmax)
+
∑
n∈N
Qn(t)E [En(t)] + V
∑
i∈A(t)
E
[(
φ¯Ii (t)(t)Wi (t)
+ρ¯Ii (t) (t)Li (t)1 {n > 0}
)]
≤ B + V (θ1 + θ2) +
∑
n∈N
Qn (t) (E [En (t)]− bn) ,
(49)
where θ1 = 2amaxφmaxwmax and θ2 = 2amaxρmaxlmax. It follows
by (47) that
∆V (Q (t)) ≤ B + V (θ1 + θ2)− 
∑
n∈N
Qn (t) . (50)
Substituting definitions (29) and (43) into above inequality
yields
L (Q (t+ 1))− L (Q (t)) + V E [∆R (t) |Q (t)]
≤ B + V (θ1 + θ2)− 
∑
n∈N
Qn (t) , (51)
then by ∆R(t) ≥ 0 we have
L (Q (t+ 1))− L (Q (t))
≤ B + V (θ1 + θ2)− 
∑
n∈N
Qn (t) . (52)
Taking expectation of both sides of the inequality and sum-
ming over the first t time slots, we have
E [L (Q (t))]− E [L (Q (0))]
≤ (B + V (θ1 + θ2)) t− 
t−1∑
τ=0
∑
n∈N
E [Qn (τ)] . (53)
Dividing both side by t and rearrange the items, we have
1
t
t−1∑
τ=0
∑
n∈N
E [Qn (τ)] +
1
t
E [L (Q (t))]
≤ B + V (θ1 + θ2)

+
E [L (Q (0))]
t
. (54)
Since L(Q(0)) = 0 and L(Q(t)) ≥ 0 for all t, we have
1
t
t−1∑
τ=0
∑
n∈N
E [Qn (τ)] ≤ B + V (θ1 + θ2)

. (55)
Then, letting t→∞ gives
lim sup
t→∞
1
t
t−1∑
τ=0
∑
n∈N
E [Qn(τ)] ≤ B + V (θ1 + θ2)

, (56)
which implies that
lim sup
t→∞
1
t
t−1∑
τ=0
E [Qn (τ)] <∞, ∀n ∈ N . (57)
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We consider an optimal S-only policy which makes offload-
ing decision {I∗i (t)}i∈A(t) in every time slot t. According to
(32) and (40), we have
L (Q (t+ 1))− L (Q (t)) + V∆R (t)
≤ B +
∑
n∈N
Qn (t) (En (t)− bn)
+ V
∑
i∈A(t)
(
ρIi(t)Li(t)1 {Ii(t) > 0}+ φIi(t)Wi(t)
)
− V
∑
i∈A(t)
(
ρI∗i (t)Li(t)1 {I∗i (t) > 0}+ φI∗i (t)Wi(t)
)
.
(58)
Substituting (4) and (5) into (58) gives
L (Q (t+ 1))− L (Q (t)) + V∆R (t) ≤ B
+
∑
i∈A(t)
(
Q0 (t)κ0 (t)Wi (t) + V φ0Wi (t)
)
· (1 {Ii (t) = 0} − 1 {I∗i (t) = 0})
+
∑
i∈A(t)
N∑
n=1
(
Qn(t)κn(t)Wi(t) +Q0(t)ηn(t)Li(t)
+ V φnWi (t) + V ρnLi (t)
)
· (1 {Ii (t) = n} − 1 {I∗i (t) = n})
+Q0(t)
( ∑
i∈A(t)
κ0 (t)Wi (t)1 {I∗i (t) = 0}
+
∑
i∈A(t)
N∑
n=1
ηn(t)Li(t)1{I∗i (t) = n} − b0
)
+
N∑
n=1
Qn(t)
( ∑
i∈A(t)
κn(t)Wi(t)1{I∗i (t) = n} − bn
)
.
(59)
Since the optimal policy {I∗i (t)}i,t is feasible and i.i.d. over
time, we have
E
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
κ0 (t)Wi (t)1 {I∗i (t) = 0}
+
∑
i∈A(t)
N∑
n=1
ηn (t)Li (t)1 {I∗i (t) = n}
]
≤ b0 (60)
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and
E
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
κn (t)Wi (t)1 {I∗i (t) = n}
]
≤ bn,
∀n ∈ {1, . . . , N}, (61)
i.e., the average energy consumption on each node n ∈ N in
every time slot is no larger than bn. Combining (59), (60), and
(61) gives
E [L (Q (t+ 1))− L (Q (t)) + V∆R (t)] ≤ B
+ E
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
(Q0 (t)κ0 (t)Wi (t) + V φ0Wi (t))
· (1 {Ii (t) = 0} − 1 {I∗i (t) = 0})
]
+ E
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
N∑
n=1
(
Qn (t)κn (t)Wi (t)
+Q0 (t) ηn (t)Li (t) + V φnWi (t) + V ρnLi (t)
)
· (1 {Ii (t) = n} − 1 {I∗i (t) = n})
]
.
(62)
By the definition of vi,n(·) in (24), we can rewrite the above
inequality as
E [L (Q (t+ 1))− L (Q (t)) + V∆R (t)] ≤ B
+ E
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
vi,n (t, ρn, φn)
· (1 {Ii (t) = n} − 1 {I∗i (t) = n})
]
.
(63)
Define
C1(t) ,
∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
vi,n (t, ρn, φn)
· (1 {Ii (t) = n} − 1 {I∗i (t) = n}) , (64)
then
E [L (Q (t+ 1))− L (Q (t)) + V∆R (t)]
≤ B + E [C1 (t)] . (65)
Summing (65) over the first T time slots and dividing both
sides by TV , we obtain
E [L (Q (T ))]
TV
− E [L (Q (0))]
TV
+
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
E [∆R (t)]
≤ B
V
+
1
TV
T−1∑
t=0
E [C1 (t)] . (66)
Since L (Q (0)) = 0 and L (Q (T )) ≥ 0, we have
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
E [∆R (t)] ≤ B
V
+
1
TV
T−1∑
t=0
E [C1 (t)] . (67)
A. Upper Bound of C1(t)
In this section, we will derive the upper bound of
E[C1(t)]. Consider a policy which makes offloading decision
{I ′i(t)}i∈A(t) in each time slot t such that
I ′i (t) = arg min
n∈N (t)
vi,n (t, ρn, φn) , ∀i ∈ A(t). (68)
It follows that∑
n∈N
vi,n(t, ρn, φn)1{I ′i(t) = n}
≤
∑
n∈N
vi,n(t, ρn, φn)1{I∗i (t) = n}, ∀i ∈ A(t).
(69)
Then under our policy LAGO which makes offloading decision
{Ii(t)}i∈A(t) in each time slot t, C1(t) can be upper bounded
as follows:
C1(t) =
∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
vi,n(t, ρn, φn)
· (1 {Ii (t) = n} − 1{I∗i (t) = n})
≤
∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
vi,n (t, ρn, φn)
· (1 {Ii (t) = n} − 1 {I ′i (t) = n})
≤
∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
vi,n (t, ρn, φn)
· (1 {Ii (t) = n} − 1 {I ′i (t) = n})
+
∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
vi,n(t, ρˆn(t), φˆn(t))
· (1 {I ′i (t) = n} − 1 {Ii (t) = n}) ,
(70)
where the last equality is by (25). Rearranging the right-hand
side of (77), we obtain
C1(t)≤
∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
(vi,n(t,ρn,φn)−vi,n(t,ρˆn(t),φˆn(t)))
· 1 {Ii (t) = n}
+
∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
(vi,n(t, ρˆn(t), φˆn(t))− vi,n(t, ρn, φn))
· 1 {I ′i(t) = n} .
(71)
By the definition of vi,n(·) in (24), we have
vi,n(t, ρn, φn)− vi,n(t, ρˆn(t), φˆn(t))
= V (φn − φˆn(t))Wi(t)
+ V (ρn − ρˆn(t))Li(t)1{n > 0},∀i ∈ A(t), n ∈ N .
(72)
Plugging (72) into the right-hand side of (71) gives
C1(t) ≤ V
∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
[
(φn − φˆn(t))Wi(t)
+ (ρn − ρˆn(t))Li(t)1{n > 0}
]
1{Ii(t) = n}
+ V
∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
[
(φˆn(t)− φn)Wi(t)
+ (ρˆn(t)− ρn)Li(t)1{n > 0}
]
1 {I ′i(t) = n} .
(73)
Define
C2 (t) ,
∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
[
(φn − φˆn(t))Wi(t)
+ (ρn − ρˆn(t))Li(t)1 {n > 0}
]
1 {Ii (t) = n} (74)
and
C3 (t) ,
∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
[
(φˆn(t)− φn)Wi(t)
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+ (ρˆn(t)− ρn)Li(t)1 {n > 0}
]
1 {I ′i (t) = n} , (75)
then the upper bound of C1(t) in (73) can be written as
follows:
C1 (t) ≤ V (C2 (t) + C3 (t)) . (76)
Taking expectation of both sides and summing over the first
T time slots gives
T−1∑
t=0
E[C1 (t)] ≤ V
(
T−1∑
t=0
E[C2 (t)] +
T−1∑
t=0
E[C3 (t)]
)
. (77)
B. Upper Bound of C2(t)
In this section, we develop the upper bound of C2(t). Define
event Gn(t) , {φn < φˆn(t)} for each n ∈ N and define event
Jn(t) , {ρn < ρˆn(t)} for each n ∈ N \ {0}, then we have
E[C2(t)] =
∑
n∈N
∑
i∈A(t)
E
[
(φn − φˆn(t))Wi(t)
· (1 {Gn(t)}+ 1 {Gcn(t)})
]
1 {Ii(t) = n}
+
∑
n∈N
∑
i∈A(t)
E
[
(ρn − ρˆn (t))Li (t)1 {n > 0}
· (1{Jn(t)}+ 1{Jcn(t)})
]
1{Ii(t) = n}
(a)
≤
∑
n∈N
∑
i∈A(t)
E
[
(φn − φˆn(t))Wi(t)1 {Gcn(t)}
]
· 1{Ii(t) = n}
+
∑
n∈N
∑
i∈A(t)
E
[
(ρn − ρˆn(t))Li(t)1{n > 0}1{Jcn(t)}
]
· 1 {Ii(t) = n}
(b)
≤ wmax
∑
n∈N
∑
i∈A(t)
E
[
(φn − φˆn(t))1{Gcn(t)}
]
· 1 {Ii (t) = n}
+ lmax
∑
n∈N
∑
i∈A(t)
E
[
(ρn − ρˆn(t))1{n > 0}1{Jcn(t)}
]
· 1 {Ii (t) = n} ,
(78)
where inequality (a) is because (φn − φˆn(t))1 {Gn(t)} ≤ 0
and (ρn − ρˆn (t))1 {Jn(t)} ≤ 0, and inequality (b) is because
Wi(t) ≤ wmax and Li(t) ≤ lmax for all i ∈ A(t). Define
C4,n(t) ,
∑
i∈A(t)
(φn − φˆn(t))1{Gcn(t)}1{Ii(t) = n} (79)
for each node n ∈ N and define
C5,n(t) ,
∑
i∈A(t)
(ρn − ρˆn(t))1 {n > 0}1 {Jcn (t)}
· 1 {Ii (t) = n} (80)
for each fog node n ∈ N \ {0}, then the upper bound of
E[C2(t)] in (78) can be written as
E [C2 (t)] ≤ wmax
∑
n∈N
E [C4,n (t)]
+ lmax
∑
n∈N\{0}
E [C5,n (t)] . (81)
Summing E[C2(t)] over the first T time slots gives
T−1∑
t=0
E [C2 (t)] ≤ wmax
T−1∑
t=0
∑
n∈N
E [C4,n (t)]
+ lmax
T−1∑
t=0
N∑
n=1
E [C5,n (t)] . (82)
Let the first time when node n is chosen be time slot tn.
Define event Kn (t) ,
{
φn − φ¯n (t) ≤ φmax
√
3 log t
2hn(t)
}
for
each n ∈ N . Summing C4,n(t) over the first T time slots
gives
T−1∑
t=0
C4,n (t) =
T−1∑
t=0
∑
i∈A(t)
(φn − φˆn(t))1 {Gcn(t)}
· 1 {Ii(t) = n}
(a)
=
T−1∑
t=tn
∑
i∈A(t)
(φn − φˆn(t))1{Gcn(t)}1{Ii(t) = n}
(b)
≤ φmax
+
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
i∈A(t)
(φn − φˆn(t))1{Gcn(t)}1{Ii(t) = n}
= φmax +
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
i∈A(t)
(φn − φˆn(t))1{Gcn(t)}
· (1{Kn(t)}+ 1 {Kcn (t)})1 {Ii (t) = n}
= φmax +
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
i∈A(t)
(φn − φˆn(t))
· 1{Gcn(t) ∩Kn(t)}1{Ii(t) = n}
+
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
i∈A(t)
(φn − φˆn(t))1{Kcn(t)}1{Ii(t) = n}
(c)
≤ φmax +
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
i∈A(t)
(φn − φˆn(t))
· 1{Gcn(t) ∩Kn(t)}1 {Ii(t) = n}
+ φmax
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
i∈A(t)
1 {Kcn(t)}1 {Ii(t) = n} .
(83)
Equality (a) is because 1 {Ii (t) = n} = 0 when t < tn.
Inequalities (b) and (c) are because φn ≤ φmax and φˆn(t) ≥ 0.
Define
U1,n(t) ,
∑
i∈A(t)
(φn − φˆn(t))1 {Gcn(t) ∩Kn(t)}
· 1 {Ii(t) = n} (84)
and
U2,n (t) ,
∑
i∈A(t)
1 {Kcn (t)}1 {Ii (t) = n} , (85)
then by (83) we have
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T−1∑
t=0
∑
n∈N
E [C4,n (t)] ≤ φmax
+
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
n∈N
(E [U1,n (t)] + φmaxE [U2,n (t)]) . (86)
We first bound Ui,n(t). Note that when the event Kn (t)
happens, we have φn − φ¯n (t) ≤ φmax
√
3 log t/(2hn (t)).
By this, along with (17), which implies φ¯n (t) − φˆn (t) ≤√
3 log t/(2hn (t)), we obtain
φn − φˆn (t) =
(
φn − φ¯n (t)
)
+
(
φ¯n (t)− φˆn (t)
)
≤ 2φmax
√
3 log t
2hn (t)
. (87)
Plugging (87) into (84) and then summing over the time slots
{tn + 1, . . . , T − 1} yields
T−1∑
t=tn+1
U1,n (t) =
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
i∈A(t)
(φn − φˆn (t))
· 1 {Gcn(t) ∩Kn(t)}1 {Ii (t) = n}
≤
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
i∈A(t)
2φmax
√
3 log t
2hn(t)
1 {Gcn(t) ∩Kn(t)}
· 1 {Ii (t) = n}
≤
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
i∈A(t)
2φmax
√
3 log t
2hn (t)
1 {Ii (t) = n}
≤
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
i∈A(t)
2φmax
√
3 log T
2hn (t)
1 {Ii (t) = n}
= φmax
√
6 log T
T−1∑
t=tn+1
1√
hn(t)
∑
i∈A(t)
1 {Ii(t) = n} .
(88)
Let an(t) be the number of times that node n is chosen in time
slot t under our policy LAGO, i.e. an (t) =
∑
i∈A(t) Ii (t),
then we have
T−1∑
t=tn+1
U1,n (t) ≤ φmax
√
6 log T
T−1∑
t=tn+1
an (t)√
hn (t)
. (89)
Let tn,m be the mth time slot when node n is chosen, and let
Mn(T ) be the time slot when node n is lastly chosen in the
first T time slots. Then we have
T−1∑
t=tn+1
an(t)√
hn(t)
=
Mn(T )∑
m=2
an(tn,m)√
hn(tn,m)
(a)
≤
hn(T )∑
m=2
amax√
m− 1
(b)
≤ amax
(
1 +
∫ hn(T )
1
1√
m
dm
)
≤ 2amax
√
hn (T ).
(90)
Inequality (a) is because an(t) ≤ amax, hn(tn,m) ≥ m − 1,
and Mn(T ) ≤ hn(T ). Inequality (b) is because of the basic
relationship between summation and integral. Plugging (90)
into (89) yeilds
T−1∑
t=tn+1
U1,n (t) ≤ 2amaxφmax
√
6hn (T ) log T . (91)
By Jensen’s inequality, we have
1
N + 1
∑
n∈N
√
hn (T ) ≤
√
1
N + 1
∑
n∈N
hn (T )
≤
√
1
N + 1
(amaxT ). (92)
Then it follows that
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
n∈N
E [U1,n (t)]
≤ 2amaxφmax
√
6amax (N + 1)T log T . (93)
Next, we bound U2,n(t). Adopting the Chernoff-Hoeffding
bound we have
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
n∈N
E [U2,n (t)]
=
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
n∈N
∑
i∈A(t)
E [1 {Kcn (t)}]1 {Ii (t) = n}
=
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
n∈N
an (t)E [1 {Kcn (t)}]
=
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
n∈N
an (t) Pr {Kcn (t)}
=
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
n∈N
an(t) Pr
{
φn − φ¯n(t)>φmax
√
3 log t
2hn(t)
}
≤
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
n∈N
an(t) exp
(
−2(hn(t))
2
hi(t)φ2max
· φ2max
3 log t
2hn(t)
)
=
T−1∑
t=tn+1
∑
n∈N
an (t) exp (−3 log t)
≤
T−1∑
t=1
∑
n∈N
an (t) t
−3
≤ amax
∞∑
t=1
t−3 = amax
(
1 +
∞∑
t=2
t−3
)
≤ amax
(
1 +
∫ ∞
1
t−3dt
)
=
3
2
amax.
(94)
Taking expectation of both sides of (83) and then plugging
(93) (94) into it yields
T−1∑
t=0
∑
n∈N
E [C4,n (t)]
≤ 2amaxφmax
√
6amax (N + 1)T log T +
3
2
amaxφmax. (95)
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Similarly, we have
T−1∑
t=0
∑
n∈N
E [C5,n (t)]
≤ 2amaxρmax
√
6amaxNT log T +
3
2
amaxρmax. (96)
Plugging (95) and (96) into (82) yields
T−1∑
t=0
E [C2 (t)]
≤ wmaxamaxφmax
(
2
√
6amax (N + 1)T log T +
3
2
)
+ lmaxamaxρmax
(
2
√
6amaxNT log T +
3
2
)
.
(97)
C. Upper Bound of C3(t)
In this section we bound C3(t). Recall from (75) that
C3 (t) =
∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
[
(φˆn (t)− φn)Wi (t)
+ (ρˆn (t)− ρn)Li (t)1 {n > 0}
]
1 {I ′i (t) = n} . (98)
Taking expectation of the both sides gives
E [C3 (t)] = E
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
[
(φˆn (t)− φn)Wi (t)
· (1 {Gn (t)}+ 1 {Gcn (t)})
]
1 {I ′i (t) = n}
]
+ E
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
[
(ρˆn (t)− ρn)Li (t)1 {n > 0}
· (1 {Jn (t)}+ 1 {Jcn (t)})
]
1 {I ′i (t) = n}
]
≤ E
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
[
(φˆn(t)− φn)Wi(t)1 {Gn (t)}
]
· 1 {I ′i (t) = n}
]
+ E
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
[
(ρˆn(t)− ρn)Li(t)1 {Jn(t)}
]
· 1 {n > 0}1 {I ′i (t) = n}
]
≤ wmaxE
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
[
(φˆn(t)− φn)1 {Gn(t)}
]
· 1 {I ′i (t) = n}
]
+lmaxE
[ ∑
i∈A(t)
∑
n∈N
[
(ρˆn(t)−ρn)1{n > 0}1 {Jn(t)}
]
· 1 {I ′i(t) = n}
]
.
(99)
We define
C6,n(t) ,
∑
i∈A(t)
[(φˆn(t)−φn)1{Gn(t)}]1{I ′i(t) = n} (100)
for each n ∈ N , and define
C7,n(t) ,
∑
i∈A(t)
[(ρˆn(t)− ρn)1{n > 0}1 {Jn (t)}]
· 1 {I ′i (t) = n} (101)
for each n ∈ N \ {0}. Then the upper bound of E[C3(t)] can
be written as
E [C3 (t)] ≤ wmax
∑
n∈N
E [C6,n (t)]
+ lmax
N∑
n=1
E [C7,n (t)] . (102)
Summing E[C3(t)] over the first T time slots yields
T−1∑
t=0
E [C3 (t)] ≤ wmax
T−1∑
t=0
∑
n∈N
E [C6,n (t)]
+ lmax
T−1∑
t=0
N∑
n=1
E [C7,n (t)] . (103)
We consider the case when t ≤ tn and t ≥ tn+1 separately,
where tn is the first time slot when node n is chosen. When
t ≤ tn, φˆn(t) = 0 and the event Gn (t) = {φn < φˆn (t)} will
not occur. Thus C6,n(t) = 0 when t ≤ tn.
When t ≥ tn + 1, suppose event Gn(t) occurs. Then
we have φˆn(t) > φn ≥ 0, which implies that φˆn =
φ¯n (t)− φmax
√
3 log t
2hn(t)
> 0 and it follows that φn < φ¯n (t)−
φmax
√
3 log t
2hn(t)
. Thus we can bound E[C6,n(t)] as follows:
E [C6,n (t)]
=
∑
i∈A(t)
E
[
(φˆn (t)− φn)1 {Gn (t)}
]
1{I ′i(t) = n}
≤ φmax
∑
i∈A(t)
E [1 {Gn (t)}]1 {I ′i (t) = n}
= φmax
∑
i∈A(t)
Pr {Gn (t)}1 {I ′i (t) = n}
= φmax
∑
i∈A(t)
Pr
{
φn ≤ φ¯n(t)− φmax
√
3 log t
2hn (t)
}
· 1 {I ′i (t) = n} .
(104)
By Chernoff-Hoeffding bound, we have
Pr
{
φn ≤ φ¯n (t)− φmax
√
3 log t
2hn (t)
}
= Pr
{
φ¯n (t) ≥ φn + φmax
√
3 log t
2hn (t)
}
≤ exp
(
− 2 (hn (t))
2
hn (t)φ2max
· φ2max
3 log t
2hn (t)
)
= exp (−3 log t) = t−3.
(105)
Plugging (105) into (104) gives
E [C6,n (t)] ≤ φmaxa′n (t) t−3, (106)
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where a′n(t) is the number of times that node n is chosen
in time slot t by policy {I ′i(t)}i, i.e., a′n (t) =
∑
i∈A(t) I
′
i (t).
Summing E[C6,n(t)] over time slots {0, . . . , T −1} and nodes
n ∈ N , and applying (106), we obtain
T−1∑
t=0
∑
n∈N
E [C6,n (t)] ≤ φmax
∑
n∈N
T−1∑
t=tn+1
a′n (t) t
−3
≤ φmax
∑
n∈N
T−1∑
t=1
a′n (t) t
−3
= φmax
T−1∑
t=1
A (t) t−3 ≤ φmaxamax
T−1∑
t=1
t−3
≤ φmaxamax
∞∑
t=1
t−3 = φmaxamax
(
1 +
∞∑
t=2
t−3
)
≤ φmaxamax
(
1 +
∫ ∞
1
1
t3
dt
)
=
3
2
φmaxamax.
(107)
Similarly, we have
T−1∑
t=0
N∑
n=1
E [C7,n (t)] ≤ 3
2
ρmaxamax. (108)
Plugging (107) and (108) into (103) yields
T−1∑
t=0
E [C3 (t)] ≤ 3
2
wmaxφmaxamax +
3
2
lmaxρmaxamax. (109)
D. Upper Bound of Regret
Plugging (97) and (109) into (77) and then plugging the
result into (67) finally gives
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
E [∆R (t)]
≤ B
V
+
(
3
2T
+
√
6amax (N + 1) log T
T
)
θ1
+
(
3
2T
+
√
6amaxN log T
T
)
θ2
(110)
where B,
∑
n∈N b
2
n/2 +a
2
max(max{κ2maxw2max, η2maxl2max}/2 +
N2a2maxκ
2
maxw
2
max/2, θ1,2wmaxφmaxamax, θ2,2lmaxρmaxamax.
